
Connected Health, No Longer 
Disruptive With American 
HealthTech Senior Living 
Solution Powered by ALIS
Annandale Village monitors and manages the health of its diverse 
organization with one integrated solution.

What comes to mind when you hear the word ‘software?’

• Lightening your workload so you can spend more time with patients.

• Getting things done more quickly.

• Adding efficiency to a long process.

Yes, software enables all of these things. But for Annandale Village, an 
award-winning organization that provides progressive life assistance to 
adults with developmental disabilities and acquired brain injuries, it’s so 
much more. It’s about people. The people who created it; the people who 
use it to solve problems; and the people who need it to care for others. 
It takes a village to care, and no one knows this better than Annandale 
Village. For Annandale Villagers, ‘care’ means maximizing their abilities 
and maintaining their independence in the least restrictive environment. For 
the staff, it means needing a solution that supports their day-to-day care 
initiatives and helps their facility run smoothly. Their solution was American 
HealthTech.

 
A Unique EHR Solution for a Unique, Diverse Care Corporation

Annandale Village’s goals for its EHR were simple and straightforward: 
Manage an accurate census, enable electronic incident tracking, and allow 
case managers to see all of the Villagers’ activities in one place. 

But the problem was tough: Not having ONE solution that met the specific 
needs of each setting.

“We wanted to manage an accurate census, enable electronic incident 
tracking and allow our case managers to see all of the Villagers’ activities 
in one place,” said Adam Pomeranz, Chief Executive Officer for Annandale 
Village. “The problem was not having one solution that met all of these 
goals. We were trying to manage from multiple spreadsheets, which quickly 
got out of control. So we started shopping for solutions.”

RESULTS:
• From the first point of 

contact with a potential 
resident, the Annandale 
team is able to start 
capturing data into the 
AHT Senior Living Solution 
Powered By ALIS, creating 
profiles, reserving rooms, 
completing documentation 
and assessments, all prior 
to move in – all of which 
transfers over to clinical 
with the click of a button.

• Annandale Village provides 
seamless care transitions 
and enterprise oversight 
with the AHT Senior Living 
Solution Powered By ALIS, 
as the modules are always 
in constant communication 
with one another, ensuring 
consistent and accurate 
information company-wide.

• When care is provided at 
Annandale, the AHT Senior 
Living Solution Powered 
By ALIS also ensures 
it’s seamlessly billed. 
If there is an assessed 
change in condition, it 
is also automatically 
communicated to the 
resident’s bill.



Compounding the challenge was the fact that Annandale is a truly unique 
post-acute care organization. It serves both young and old throughout 
different care settings and across different communities. So the 
organization needed a unique solution that could match the diversity in its 
care model.

 
Enter the AHT Senior Living Solution Powered by ALIS

AHT approached Annandale with its new Senior Living Solution, powered 
by ALIS, to provide information from prospecting to care planning and care 
management to seamless transitions and billing between care settings.

“Because Annandale is such a unique organization, they needed a 
solution that works across different settings and communities,” said Claire 
Stephens, Vice President of Client Services for American HealthTech. 
“That’s why I approached them about our new Senior Living Solution, 
powered by ALIS.”

“After taking a serious look, we realized that AHT could provide us with all 
of the visibility we needed throughout our campus – from prospecting to 
care planning and billing between care settings,” said Laura Gourley, Chief 
Financial Officer for Annandale Village. “It’s also easy to use and simple to 
deploy since it’s web-based. And it’s affordable. It met all of our goals.”

“We met with the leadership team and everyone was excited about having 
one source of information with integration to their SNF for seamless care 
transitions,” notes John Shafaee, President of ALIS by Medtelligent. 
“They’re also looking forward to using the family portal, ALIS Connect. 
Annandale’s Villagers are younger and have a tremendous amount of 
family engagement. So this will bring more communication to everyone.”

The result? Annandale leadership now has one source of information to 
manage census, track incident reports electronically, while having full 
integration with their SNF for seamless care transitions. Care managers 
now have full visibility into each Villager’s activities from one place.

Villagers continue to receive the level of care they need to reach their full 
potential. And AHT connects all the dots with one solution, proving that it 
does take a village to care and stay ahead of the curve.
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American HealthTech, a member of the CPSI family of companies

-- Laura Gourley 
  Chief Financial Officer  

  Annandale Village. 

After taking a 
serious look, we 
realized that AHT 
could provide 
us with all of the 
visibility we needed 
throughout our 
campus – from 
prospecting to 
care planning and 
billing between care 
settings.

It’s also easy to 
use and simple to 
deploy since it’s 
web-based. And it’s 
affordable. It met all 
of our goals.


